
Participants

Absent

Agenda points Key issues/Action points Follow up Priority

Action Points

1. FSC strategy
2. Adhoc GPM meeting
3. Mapping MEB
4. NGO engagement within the FSC

1. ongoing
2. ongoing
3. done
4. analysis done

SAG members 
update

WHH: meeting WG Pakistan who appreciated the meeting; HPNW: very successful  for having gFSC 
presence, strong focus on AA; Food and Humanitarian Crises: Science and Policies for Prevention and 
Mitigation Workshop at Casina Pio IV, 9-10 May 2023, Organized be the Pontificial Academy of Science - 
WHH vice president will attend
gFSC: joint mission to Ukraine: humanitarian response scale down a little ; creation of durable solution WG; 
HNPW: both 2 GCs present and participation in various sessions (assessment, data coordination, nexus); 
CWW: new colleague on advocacy; preparation food summit on food summit - stock taking (24-26 July); 
focus of the Global Hunger Index on Food System; EQ: looking for funding opportunities for longer 
interventions; Sudan: work suspended b/c of security; Annual report launched: 2/3 budget for humanitarian 
and 1/3 on development
Plan International:  new leader on advocacy; Sudan: activities suspended

gFSC strategy

- Finalisation sections and indicators: done
- review by 2 GCs and SAG
- consolidation and desktop publishing
- TWG on Anticipatory Action: survey for CC and gFSC member; if decision to create TWG is made based on 
the result of the survey, a small group to develop the ToR will be created

- review strategy: 15 
May
- desktop publishing: 20 
May
- Signature CLAs
- TWG on AA: survey to 
be created

How to increase NGO 
engagement in the 
gFSC

- presentation of the (brief) analysis; good baseline for the new strategy with the aim to improve the 
involvment of Local and National NGOs
- call between the NGO SAG and NGO co-facilitator: good idea, can be set up
- proposition to map all sub-national cluster with participation of LNGO

- mapping of LNGO in 
sub national cluster 
lead: gFSC

Online 
GPM/Advocacy 
meeting

- presentation of 3 options => agreement on option 2
- date: first 2 weeks of July (before 15th July)
- gFSC to finalise agenda (El Nino can be added)
- invitation to be sent at least one month before

gFSC to finalise agenda + 
send invitation

AOB
- the focal point for WFP will be selected soon
- Committee on Food Security (CFS): develop policies, not operational; need to link with CFS

- 2 GCs to liaise with CFS

Next meeting Monday 5 June 2023

Marie-Helene Kyprianou (gFSC) ; Damien Joud (gFSC) ; Regine Kopplow (CWW), Angélique Grondin (gFSC); Peter Muhangi, (Plan International);  
Majid, Abdul (gFSC); 
WFP focal point ;Alberto Bigi (FAO); Julie MAYANS (SI)


